
Then we’ll help you create an empirical, modern 
news strategy that resonates with your audience. 

Better measure your content

Deeply understand your community’s passions 

Align your journalism with what you’ve learned

Identify coverage areas where you should excel

Be indispensable. 
Rethink your content strategy with API’s custom tools



Local news publishers in the age of digital abundance must build brands differently.

Today, offering a little of everything — rather like a general store -- is not enough. A 
better source for any kind of information or service is potentially always a click away.

Publishers now must develop centers of coverage excellence — specific areas of 
indispensable content that connect to citizens’ needs and passions. A strategy for 
the future must focus on increasing the value of one’s content to consumers and 
advertisers.

The American Press Institute offers publishers unique tools for this kind of empirical, 
modern news strategy. Using API’s tools and guidance, publishers are empowered to 
create a new content strategy built around improving, not shrinking.
 
STEP ONE: Quantify your content
 
• The programs begins with customizable software that lets editors analyze 

empirically what news they are covering and the characteristics of that journalism.
• These data are integrated with the paper’s web analytics to create new custom 

metrics, which reveal how different types of journalism perform with readers. 

STEP TWO: Deep research of readers’ passions and concerns

• The program includes a survey and other tools to assess how people live their lives, 
why they live there, what they are worried about, what they deeply care about.

• Unlike conventional market research, the research is not focused on what they think 
of the paper; nor is it designed to describe your readers to advertisers. 

• The data, rather, are designed to help the newsroom make better-informed 
decisions.

STEP THREE: Use the data to create a content strategy built around the audience
 
• News organizations then combine their audience and content data to discover 

where their content is aligned and misaligned with the passions and concerns of 
their community. 

• News leaders develop new content strategies to improve coverage in core areas 
that will reach new audiences and create new advertising and subscription 
opportunities.

• Getting better means covering some issues differently, not simply more.

The program empowers the publishing organization to set a clear strategic direction 
and energizes the whole staff to get better instead of smaller, and to use data to test 
their assumptions and measure their progress.

A new audience-focused approach to news


